12.01.2020  Sunday  9.30 a.m.

ARADHANA

9.30 a.m.  Pooja
10.00 a.m.  Seva Groups
10.30 a.m.  Pancharatna Goshtigana and Mangalarathi
12.00 Noon  Guru Seva Concerts (by Artists)
12.30 p.m.  Prasada Viniyoga

Your liberal donations and participation in the programmes are earnestly solicited

Best Compliments from:

KAY EM PRINTERS
# 1146, 26th Main, 4th ‘T’ Block
Jayanagar, Bengaluru - 560 041
Email: poonacha9907@gmail.com
Mob: 94490 32205

DTP, OFFSET & XEROX

Best Compliments from:

BENAKA SCREENS
No.1409, 9th Cross, 13th Main
BTM 2nd Stage
BENGALURU 560076
Phone: 080 26685665
Mobile: 9448587619

BTM CULTURAL ACADEMY (R)
No. 538, 11th Cross, 2nd Main, Mico Layout,
BTM 2nd Stage, Bengaluru - 560 076.
Phone: 9242461492, 26680244
Email: btmca@rediffmail.com
Web: btmculture.org

HAPPILY ANNOUNCE THE 28TH ARADHANA MAHOTSAVA SAPTHAHA - MUSIC FESTIVAL OF
Guru Sangeetha Pitamah
SRI PURANDARA DASARU
Saint SRI THYAGARAJA SWAMI
SRI MUTHUSWAMI DIKSHITHAR
SRI SHYAMA SASTRI
SRI KANAKA DASARU AND
SRI JAYACHAMARAJA WODEYAR
from 06.01.2020 to 12.01.2020
at
Shree Ramana Maharshi Academy for the Blind
3rd Cross, 3rd Phase, J. P. Nagar (Near Ragi Gudda)
Bengaluru - 560 078

All are Welcome for all the Programmes
All programmes will be LIVE webcast by SHAALE.COM

Programmes Overleaf
## Grand Vocal Concerts

### 06.01.2020 Monday 4.30 p.m.

**“Ganesha Sthuthi”**
by Disciples of Vid. Bhramara Subbaramoo

5.15 p.m. - Inauguration :
Vid. Lalgudi Rajalakshmi

### 06.01.2020 Monday 5.30 p.m.

**SRI PURANDARA DASA KRITHIS**

- Vid. Dr. Kashyap Mahesh (Trichy) Vocal
- Vid. B. K. Raghu Violin
- Vid. Tumkur Ravishankar Mrudanga
- Vid. Vyasa Vittal Khanjari

### 07.01.2020 Tuesday 5.30 p.m.

**SRI KANAKA DASARU & HARIDASAS KRITHIS**

- Vid. Kalavathi Avadhooth Vocal
- Vid. Vittal Rangan Violin
- Vid. H. S. Sudhindra Mrudanga
- Vid. B. S. Purushotham Khanjari

### 08.01.2020 Wednesday 5.30 p.m.

**SRI THYAGARAJASWAMY KRITHIS**

- Vid. Dr. Palakkad Ramprasad (Chennai) Vocal
- Vid. Ganesh Prasad Violin
- Vid. Arjun Kumar Mrudanga
- Vid. Ranganatha Chakravarthy Ghata

### 09.01.2020 Thursday 5.30 p.m.

**SRI JAYACHAMARAJA WODEYAR KRITHIS**

- Kanchana Sisters Vocal
- Vid. Sriranjani & Vid. Sruthiranjani Violin
- Vid. Shivashankar Swamy Mrudanga
- Vid. B. Rajasekhar Morsing

### 10.01.2020 Friday 5.30 p.m.

**SRI SHYAMA SASTRY KRITHIS**

- Vid. G. Ravikiran Vocal
- Vid. H. M. Smitha Violin
- Vid. Jayachandra Rao Mrudanga
- Vid. Giridhar Udupa Ghata
- Vid. Pramath Kiran Morsing

### 11.01.2020 Saturday 5.30 p.m.

**SRI MUTHUSWAMY DIKSHITHAR KRITHIS**

- Vid. Dr. S. Aswathy Vinu (Kerala) Vocal
- Vid. Charulatha Ramanujam Violin
- Vid. Ananthakrishna Sharma Mrudanga
- Vid. Sukanya Ramgopal Ghata